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2. The Notion of Homology 
 
At this point, one might legitimately raise the question of “which came first, the chicken 
or the egg?” in terms of two spheres of government. Or pose the question in this fashion: 
Did Calvin first form ecclesiological principles that would later have application to the 
civil sphere? Or Did Calvin import and revise principles from the civil sector and then 
tailor to the church? 

The latter seems improbable on a logical level, as well as historically. Calvin did not 
give as much attention to civil governing principles until later in life. Thus, it is a distinct 
possibility that Calvin was a churchman first, and par excellence, and that over time, 
some of the seven sturdy principles above were adapted to secular contexts. Such would 
seem to fit both the logic and the historical consideration mentioned above. 

However, it is also possible that Calvin developed both equally—albeit one loci was 
more pressingly urgent than the other in 1541—and both flow from the same core 
principles. Such is what Harro Hopfl cites as “homology” (p. 171) or the sameness of 
principles between disciplines. 

Harro Hopfl identifies the following signatures of political Calvinism: 
 
• Calvin detested as much as anything rulers who acted as if their will made right (sic 

volo sic iubeo). 
• Because no single individual possessed “power and breadth of vision enough to 

govern” unilaterally, a council was needed. 
• Even in a monarchy, a council was required. 
• Tyranny was exhibited in a ruler’s unwillingness to tolerate restraint or live within the 

law. Any ruler should be sub Deo et sub lege (under God and under law).1 
 
 These limitations on the ruling class shaped the resulting political practices approved 
by Calvinists. Hopfl views Calvin’s notion of order as necessitating law. Law next 
required enforcement, and different agencies with differing gifts and tools must each 
“adhere to his station and perform its duties willingly.” Hopfl’s summary is worth 
repeating: 

 
There is an unmistakable preference for an aristocratic form with popular admixtures of 
sorts, and for small territorial units. Monarchy is explicitly rejected for ecclesiastical 
polity on scriptural grounds; in civil polity no such outright rejection was possible 
because of the earlier parti pris in favor of the divine authorization of all forms of 
government and Calvin’s almost inflexible opposition to political resistance. Nonetheless, 

                                                
1 Harro Hopfl, The Christian Polity of John Calvin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 112, 
162, 164, 165, 166. 
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the animus against monarchs is clear enough, and civil monarchy remains a discrepant 
and disturbing element in an otherwise carefully synchronized arrangement of mutual 
constraints.2 

 
 Calvin was balanced in his views of government. He called for ethical and religious 
considerations to be included in good government, argued for republicanism on an 
authoritative basis, pleaded with believers to exemplify virtue and be submissive as a 
norm, and paved the way for later political developments by stating that the governor 
could be resisted under certain conditions. His disciples later augmented and expanded 
the conditions under which such revolution was acceptable. 
 Geneva’s city government was patterned after a federal plan, with a gradation of 
governing judicatories. Ken Ristau has described it as follows: 
 

The government of Geneva in the time of Calvin consisted of three councils: the Small 
Council, the Council of Sixty and the Council of Two Hundred. The Small Council was the 
highest governing body, consisting of twenty-five members. These twenty-five members 
included four syndics (or chiefs of state), two secretaries and a treasurer. The Small Council 
maintained ultimate jurisdiction in all affairs of state. It supervised the conduct of all public 
officials. It also acted as the final appellate court in any disputes. Beneath the Small Council 
was the relatively obscure Council of Sixty. The primary responsibility of the Council of 
Sixty appears to have been to consider issues of an exceptional nature, particularly in the area 
of foreign affairs (Kingdon 1984:60). The largest official estate of Geneva was the Council of 
Two Hundred. This Council functioned primarily as an intermediary between the General 
Assembly, a commune of all eligible voters in Geneva, and the Small Council. Its primary 
role was to vote on legislation presented by the Small Council and each February, to elect 
members to that Council. They could also grant pardons to convicted criminals (Monter 
1967:145).   (Source: http://anduril.ca/bible/essays/ce_his290.html). 

 
3. Political Principles 
 
In his initial 1536 edition of the Institutes, Calvin’s discussion is nearly as lengthy as, and 
virtually unchanged from, the final edition.3 Using the same scripture proofs in both 
editions, Calvin begins by affirming the distinction between civil power and spiritual 
power. He concludes that civil government is necessary and not “a thing polluted” (207) 
in contrast to the Anabaptist view of political involvement. This chapter may contain as 
much verbatim copying between the first and last editions as any other single loci. The 
main difference is that the final edition contains more polemic against the Anabaptists 
and those who deny the legitimacy of civil governance (e.g., 4:20, 5).4 

Calvin understood that the major role for civil governors (his references to “judges” 
and other inferior magistrates consistently betray his penchant for decentralized 
governing structures) was to serve the people. Such governors, already by 1536, were to 

                                                
2 Harro Hopfl, The Christian Polity of John Calvin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 171. 
In this and other sections, Hopfl notes “a very clear but imperfect homology” between church government 
and civil polity in Calvin. 
3 Source for the page references in parentheses in this section is Ford L. Battles’ 1536 edition of Calvin’s 
Institutes of the Christian Religion (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986). 
4 Although the 1536 Battles edition breaks sections slightly differently in some places compared to the 
1559 edition, the content is almost identical to the 1559 edition. 
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be “protectors and vindicators of public innocence, modesty, decency,” and their “sole 
endeavor” was to further and nurture the “common safety and peace of all,” a notion not 
very different from “defending the common good.” (212). Just as there was no room for 
tyranny in Calvin’s thought, so there was no room for self-serving aggrandizement 
among civil servants. Citing both Solon and Jeremiah, Calvin averred that magistrates 
could only provide such protection by prosecuting criminals and by rewarding the good 
(see Rom. 13:4-5). 

In this early work, Calvin provided a brief (and probably not controversial) defense of 
the magistrate as having the authority to punish criminals and if need be to inflict capital 
punishment for the gravest of offenses. At the same time, while citing many OT 
references, Calvin also recognized clemency as the “chief gift of princes,” (213) realizing 
its place in moral government. Rulers were, thus, permitted to take up arms for public 
defense, either against crime or external aggressors. Calvin considered mean criminals 
and invaders on the same ethical footing as “robbers to be punished accordingly.” (214) 
This right to wage war or “civil defenses” (214) justified local militiae and resistance 
against tyranny, ideas that would later blossom. 

While Calvin saw the magistrate as called to champion the law, and with his high 
regard for the OT, he still manifested the view now well attributed to him that 
distinguised the abiding validity of the moral law from that of the ceremonial and judicial 
[national] aspects of the law. Both ceremonial and judicial laws were designed to support 
piety in one case and neighbor-love in the other (216). Piety and love could both, the 
early Calvin argued, continue apart from either of those Israeli-specific codes. In fact, he 
viewed the judicial laws in the Pentateuch as given in order to incarnate specific acts of 
love, which was the goal of those laws. In this context, he supported constitutions as tools 
to assist in providing “equity.” This equity was supported also by the moral law, which 
was a “testimony to natural law” (216), although each nation was not bound by all the 
Jewish particulars. Calvin thought that different crimes could receive differing 
punishments (217), but he saw an international commonality in societies that punished 
adultery, murder, and theft. He did not insist that all penology be the same, but certain 
violations of the moral law always undercut equity and love. “Agreement on the manner 
of punishment” was not required (217). 

He also argued for the legitimacy of believers using courts for lawsuits (217-219) and 
devoted considerable discussion to that issue, which is not as pressing for most today. 
Consistent with his other teachings, he also called on Christians to turn the other cheek 
and to be willing, for the sake of Christ’s witness, to lose material goods on occasion 
(219).  

Calvin concluded his first formal discussion of civil government by calling on 
believers to honor their leaders (as in Romans 13:6-7) and to pay their taxes (220). Both 
attitude and action were summoned by Calvin. An honorable magistrate should always be 
obeyed, lest God avenge his order (220).  

Calvin called for obedience to unjust magistrates (221-223) just as he did toward the 
end of his life. It was not “the men themselves” (224) but the office which was to be 
respected. Moreover, in his early edition, he evidenced his awareness of the claim that 
“rulers owe responsibilities in turn to their subjects” (224), which Calvin claimed to 
“have already admitted.” Yet, he labored to show that while submission to authorities 
was taught, authorities were not vindicated by acting unrighteously. Calvin both warned 
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against “private individuals” taking matters into their own hands (225) and provided an 
early form of the later argument (see Beza for example) that suggested that God did not 
wish men to disobey God in order to obey other human rulers. The Lord alone was “king 
of kings” 225), and “next to him we are subject to those men who are in authority over 
us, but only to him. If they command anything against him, let him go unesteemed. And 
here let us not be concerned about all that dignity which magistrates possess; for no harm 
is done to it when it is humbled before that singular and truly supreme power of God.” 
(225) With a slight difference of degree, Calvin supplements in his final edition by 
referring to Daniel’s resistance  to an impious edict and refers to other prophets who 
disobeyed civil rulers: “As if God had made over his right to mortal men, giving them the 
rule over mankind! Or as if earthly power were diminished when it is subjected to its 
Author, in whose presence even the heavenly powers tremble as suppliants.” (4:20, 32) 
And in both editions, Calvin concludes with Peter (Acts 5:29) that we must obey God 
rather than men. Rather than becoming “enslaved” to wicked men or turning “aside from 
piety,” (226) the life of the Christian man is to obey God above all others. 

In sum, aside from some slight re-orderings and supplements, Calvin’s teaching on 
civil government changed very little between 1536 and 1559. His final edition (1559) 
contained a discussion of these topics: 
 

20:1-2 Separation of governments 
20:3-8 Tasks of Magistrates 
  Ordination of Magistrates 
20:9-13 The Magistrates’ Prerogatives and Duties 
20:14-16 The Rule of Law 
20:17-21 Courts 
20:22-29 Obedience and Deference from citizens 
20:30-32 Constitutional Mechanisms 

 
Few political treatises by a theologian would either survive intact for such a tumultuous 
25 year period, much less serve to give guidance for centuries as this tractate did. It is 
little wonder in view of this that Calvin’s ideas inspired a tradition led by his disciples. 
Thus, his contribution may be all the more if dated as early—and as mature—as at 1536. 
His primary axioms were that governors were legitimate and that they should govern in 
loco dei.  

I have summarized the five points of political Calvinism slightly differently than the 
TULIP of soteriology, referring to:  
 

• Depravity as a perennial human variable to be accommodated;  
• Accountability for leaders provided via a collegium;  
• Republicanism as the preferred form of government;  
• Constitutionalism needed to restrain both the rulers and the ruled; and  
• Limited government, beginning with the family, as foundational.  
 

The resulting mnemonic device, DARCL (though not as convenient as TULIP), seems a 
more apt summary if placed in the context of the political writings of Calvin’s disciples. 
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Later Calvinist Prime Minister of the Netherlands Abraham Kuyper distilled the 
essence of the impact of the Calvinistic emphasis on God’s sovereignty vis-à-vis political 
and economical matters in modern Europe in 1900 as follows5:  
  
 [T]he Calvinistic confession of the sovereignty of God holds good for all the world, is true 

for all nations, and is of force in all authority which man exercises over man. . . . It is 
therefore a political faith which may be summarily expressed in these three theses: 1. God 
only, and never any creature, is possessed of sovereign rights, in the destiny of nations, 
because God alone created them, maintains them by his Almighty power, and rules them by 
his ordinances. 2. Sin has, in the realm of politics, broken down the direct government of 
God, and therefore the exercise of authority, for the purpose of government, has 
subsequently been invested in men, as a mechanical remedy. And 3. In whatever form this 
authority may reveal itself, man never possesses power over his fellow man in any other 
way than by the authority which descends upon him from the majesty of God.6     

 
 Calvinism, Kuyper continued, “protests against State omni-competence, against the 
horrible conception that no right exists above and beyond existing laws, and against the 
pride of absolutism, which recognizes no constitutional rights.” Calvinism “built a dam 
across the absolutistic stream, not by appealing to popular force, nor to the hallucination of 
human greatness, but by deducing those rights and liberties of social life from the same 
source from which the high authority of government flows, even the absolute sovereignty 
of God.”7  
 
4. Analysis and Comparison 
 Below are several observations drawn from the foregoing comparisons.  
a. Calvin’s disciples certainly echoed these principles and, if anything, deepened 
them. Calvin’s principles of governance may be seen, historically, as a jumping off 
point; however, his disciples channeled this into a potent political movement. As a 
result, a fairly coherent set of ideas becomes identified with Calvinistic thought. 
 Calvinists developed a knack for distilling and propagating theo-political thought. 
Theodore Beza, for example, wrote widely on political theory. His 1574 The Rights of the 
Magistrates became a classic supporting republicanism and limited submission to 
governors. Although Calvin and Beza had discouraged rebellion before Calvin’s death, 
even recommending support of existing rulers if at all possible, with the treacherous 
slaughter and virtual extinction of Reformed religion in France, Beza led efforts to 
reassess that formulation. The result was a tradition that included the likes of Knox, 
Viret, Ponet, and others. Beza’s argument to normalize resistance to evil governments on 
biblical bases transformed Calvinist political theory.8 
 After beginning with a historical review, his The Rights of Magistrates argued for a 
circumscribed resistance to tyrannical rulers. Organizing his work around ten questions, 
he affirmed that scriptural obedience did not categorically deny revolution in some cases.

                                                
5 Ralph C. Hancock, Calvin and The Foundations of Modern Politics, asserts that the Protestant Reformation 
was “an essentially modern movement that in some way laid the foundations for our modern openness.” 
6 Abraham Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism (1898, rpr. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1953), 85. 
7 Abraham Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism (1898, rpr. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1953), 85. 
8 The summaries of Beza and Goodman below are taken, in part, from my The Genevan Reformation and 
the American Founding (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2003), chapters 4-5. 
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 Toward the end of this tract, he articulated three “axioms” to clarify conditions 
warranting armed resistance: “(1) That the tyranny must be undisguised and notorious; 
(2) That the recourse should not be had to arms before all other remedies have been tried; 
(3) Nor yet before the question has been thoroughly examined, not only as to what is 
permissible, but also as to what is expedient, lest the remedies prove more hazardous than 
the very disease.”9 
 From the Hebrew monarchy in the Old Testament, Beza, like Calvin, also induced the 
existence of popular election. Moreover, Beza championed a double-covenant idea, 
similar to later Protestant tracts. In what amounted to a sweeping survey of the history of 
Western civilization, Beza found support for resistance to tyranny not only in Swiss 
republicanism, but also in the political histories of Denmark, England, Scotland, Poland, 
Sweden, Venice, Spain, France, and the Roman Empire itself. It is difficult to imagine a 
more informed or comprehensive history of resistance. The case Beza made was 
compelling. 
 Following Calvin’s teaching but predating the final edition of the Institutes, in 
quintessential Calvinistic style, John Ponet delineated when tyrannicide itself would be 
legitimate: either if the tyrant was an overt criminal or when lower-level political officials 
became involved. With a passionate style, Ponet’s Short Treatise (1556) argued for the 
following (which tenets begin to exhibit the Calvinistic genome): 
 
• The people could hold a ruler, who was to be viewed as the servant of citizens, accountable.  
• Overthrow, even if forceful, was permitted under certain conditions. 
• The basis for just governance was transcendental as well as universal. 
• Government was to be limited in scope and in force. 
• Authority was to be diffused among various spheres, not concentrated in one office. 
• Checks and balances, via ephors or tribunes, were necessary.10 
 
These and other tenets of Calvinism would become standard fare in lands where the 
Reformed faith spread.11 The ideas (1) that God is the Superior Governor, (2) that man is 
a fallen sinner, and (3) that law, fixed constitutions, and decentralization of power are all 
necessary to limit human aggression became the signature of Calvinism in political 
forums. Later Hotman, Daneau and Althusius expanded these themes as the tradition 
developed.  

Most knowledgeable historians spot a definite evolution in political theology from 
Calvin’s early disciples (Knox, Goodman, Ponet) to his later disciples (Beza, Hotman, 
Danaeus). Two major lynchpins, however, changed after the 1570s: (a) submission was 
limited and (b) representation was absolute. These dynamics began to be publicized from 
pulpits and academies.  

                                                
9 For a good summary of these ideas, see Patrick S. Poole, “The Development of the Reformational 
Doctrine of Resistance in the Sixteenth Century,” web-posted at: 
http://fly.hiwaay.net;~pspoole/Defense.htm. 
10 John Adams commended Calvinist theorist John Ponet for promulgating “all the essential principles of 
liberty, which were afterward dilated by Sidney and Locke.” Later Adams specifically endorsed several 
other works from the Puritan period, including those by Milton and the Vindicae Contra Tyrannos among 
others 
11 Quentin Skinner, The Foundations of Modern Political Thought: The Age of Reformation, vol. 2, 221-
224, provides a helpful comparison of the thought of Ponet and Christopher Goodman. 
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By the early seventeenth century, a new tradition was congealing. A summary from a 
Dartmouth historian Herbert Foster almost a century ago noted the following as hallmarks 
of Calvin’s political legacy,12 and most are exhibited by the works of his closest disciples 
referenced above:  
 

(1) The absolute sovereignty of God entailed that universal human rights (or Beza’s 
“fundamental law”) should be protected and must not be surrendered to the whim of tyranny.  
(2) These fundamental laws, which were always compatible with God’s law, are the basis of 
whatever public liberties we enjoy.  
(3) Mutual covenants, as taught by Beza, Hotman, and the Vindiciae, between rulers and God 
and between rulers and subjects were binding and necessary.  
(4) As Ponet, Knox, and Goodman taught, the sovereignty of the people flows logically from the 
mutual obligations of the covenants above.  
(5) The representatives of the people, not the people themselves, are the first line of defense 
against tyranny.13  
 
The evolution was real, it was philosophically significant, it was politically 

revolutionary, and it would last for centuries, providing a true turning point in history. 
Whether one agrees with all of Calvin’s theology or not, the subsequent altered terrain is 
clear. And Calvin, whether it is in his Institutes, or in his commentaries and sermons, 
stood at the font of a new, or renewed, political tradition. 

There is abundant evidence that Goodman, Ponet, Beza, and Knox all had discussions 
with Viret, who also likely discussed these notions with Calvin. Noting that his 
Remonstrances aux Fideles (1547) was published a full generation before the St. 
Bartholomew’s Day Massacre, and his 1561 The World and the Empire was available 
(and unrefuted by Calvin) more than a decade before that tragic event, it may be that an 
older theory was correct after all—namely that the Calvinist and Huguenot resisters did 
not merely react in the throes of crisis and then recast their theory after the fact. They had 
precedents and a history of understanding the propriety of resistance under certain 
conditions even before Calvin’s death.  

That being the case, Calvin’s writings fit into a consistent paradigm, and the reason 
that Calvin devoted no more attention to explicit development of resistance theory is best 
understood as a combination of two important facts: (1) resistance theory based on 
priority of commandments was a philosophical given during Calvin’s day, needing little 
further proof; and (2) with the tensions of the times, Calvin did not want to stoke 
revolutionary fervor unnecessarily, nor did he wish to attract royalist criticism from 
France and elsewhere for espousing anarchical views. The later works of Beza and 
Hotman, as well as the Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos in the 1570s, thus, were not radical 
departures from the previous tradition that spanned from Farel to Viret to Calvin; rather, 
they were applications of the same seminal principles. Or as Robert Linder puts it: after 
1547, anyone “looking for an ideology to justify revolution could have found many 
choice and useful ideas in the writings of Peter Viret.”14 The result, as one non-Protestant 

                                                
12 Collected Papers of Herbert D. Foster (privately printed, 1929), 163-174. 
13 Collected Papers of Herbert D. Foster (privately printed, 1929), 174. Besides Calvin, this idea was 
reiterated in Buchanan, Beza, Peter Martyr, Althusius, Hotman, Daneau, Vindiciae, Ponet, William the 
Silent, and others. Ibid. 
14 Robert Dean Linder, The Political Ideas of Pierre Viret (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1964), 178. 
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scholar put it, is that “in the political domain, Calvinist ideas are at the origin of the 
revolution which from the eighteenth to the nineteenth centuries gave birth and growth to 
the parliamentary democracies of Anglo-Saxon type.”15 
 
b. The ease with which Calvin goes back and forth between these disciplines in key 
texts suggests that he saw mutual applicability of his governing principles. For 
example, rather than commending either a democracy or a monarchy, Jethro advised 
Moses and the people to select a plurality of prudent representative leaders (Exodus 
18:21).16 Moses instituted a graduated series of administrations with greater and lesser 
magistrates, and Calvin asserted that the earliest Hebrew republican government 
devolved from the divine mind long before the Golden Age of Greco-Roman governance, 
the Enlightenment, or modern revolutions.  
 The early federal scheme adopted in Exodus 18 seemed, at least to Calvin and his 
followers (as it had to Aquinas and Machiavelli), to be republicanism. Commenting on a 
similar passage in Deuteronomy 1:14-16, Calvin stated: “Hence it more plainly appears 
that those who were to preside in judgment were not appointed only by the will of Moses, 
but elected by the votes of the people. And this is the most desirable kind of liberty, that 
we should not be compelled to obey every person who may be tyrannically put over our 
heads; but which allows of election, so that no one should rule except he be approved by 
us. Moreover, this is further confirmed in the next verse, wherein Moses recounts that he 
awaited the consent of the people, and that nothing was attempted which did not please 
them all.” Thus, Calvin viewed Exodus 18 as a representative republican form.17 
 Later, Calvinist Johannes Althusius (1557-1638) agreed, writing: “I consider that no 
polity from the beginning of the world has been more wisely and perfectly constructed 
than the polity of the Jews.” Part of what he believed was unimprovable was an early 
form of republican-federal government. As Doumergue noted, Calvin was the “founder 
of stable and powerful democracies, a defender not of ‘egalitarianism,’ but of ‘equality 
before the law.’”18 Whether Calvin was the founder of modern democratic governments 
or not, as Doumergue suggested, his sermons on these passages from the Pentateuch 
illustrated God’s inestimable gift to the Jewish commonwealth, specifically the “freedom 
to elect judges and magistrates.” 
 A century after Calvin, Samuel Rutherford used this same Mosaic pattern in his 1644 
Lex Rex to argue for a republican or at least an anti-monarchical form of civil polity. 
Indeed, most of the Reformation era political tracts (e.g., by Calvin, Beza, Bucer, Knox, 
Buchanan, Ponet, Althusius, etc.) devoted extensive commentary to the Old Testament 

                                                
15 Cited by Paul T. Fuhrmann, “Philip Mornay and the Huguenot Challenge to Absolutism,” Calvinism and 
the Political Order, George L. Hunt, ed., 50. 
16 For an example of early American exposition on the character needed for office holders, complete with a 
discussion similar to Calvin’s on this Exodus passage, see Simeon Howard’s 1780 Election Sermon 
(Sermons for Election Days, David W. Hall, ed. (Oak Ridge, TN: Kuyper Institute, 2002). Charles Chauncy 
addressed the requisite character of civil rulers in his 1747 election day sermon (contained in Election Day 
Sermons [Oak Ridge, TN: Kuyper Institute, 1996], 143-168. T. H. Breen provides one of the most thorough 
studies of American expectations for civil rulers in The Character of the Good Ruler: A Study of Puritan 
Political Ideas in New England, 1630-1730 (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1970).   
17 For more support, see my “Government by Moses and One Greater Than Moses,” Election Day Sermons 
(Oak Ridge, TN: Kuyper Institute, 1996).  
18 Cited by Ralph C. Hancock, Calvin and the Foundation of Modern Politics, 66. 
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patterns of government. These reformers viewed Old Testament precedents as applicable 
to the politics of their own settings, and these same ideas were drawn upon later by an 
American tradition that nourished its founders. Ideas, like those that Calvin espoused, 
furthered these arguments and western political discourse. 
 
c. In another set of texts, one can almost hear Calvin railing against tyrannical 
prelates as much as civil tyrants. Calvin opposed similar notions in both church and 
state government. Calvin taught similarly that princes “who are not free agents through 
being under the tyranny of others, if they permit themselves to be overcome contrary to 
their conscience, lay aside all their authority and are drawn aside in all directions by the 
will of their subjects.”19 Calvin’s frequent disparagement of ungodly kings in his sermons 
on Job and Deuteronomy in 1554 to 55 and in his lectures on Daniel in 1561 indicate that 
he was not, in principle, a monarchist. Accordingly, the distinctive Calvinistic 
contribution was phrased: “Men’s vices and inadequacies make it safer and better that the 
many hold sway. In this way may rulers help each other, teach and admonish one another, 
and if one asserts himself unfairly, they may act in concert to censure, repressing his 
willfulness.”20  

Calvin’s commentary on Daniel 621 virtually enshrines all the major principles 
contained in the 1536 Institutes, yielding a consistency to be reckoned. Calvin displayed 
his suspicion of aggregate power in that commentary, to wit: “In the palaces of kings we 
often see men of brutal dispositions holding high rank, and we need not go back to 
history for this.” Of the low and contemptible character of some rulers, he wrote, “But 
now kings think of nothing else than preferring their own panders, buffoons, and 
flatterers; while they praise none but men of low character.”  

Rulers were to “avoid depraved counsels, since they are besieged on every side by 
perfidious men, whose only object is to gain by their false representations.” The 
temptation of rulers to succumb to their own depravity necessitated strong constraints, for 
the examples of political self-indulgence were not rare in the world but recurred 
perennially. Calvin also diagnosed envy in magistrates, which enticed them to break the 
law, and if they fail to complete their crime, “they trample upon justice without modesty 
and without humanity.”  

Commenting on Micah 5:5, Calvin suggested that rulers should be elected, 
interpreting the Hebrew word for “shepherds” as synonymous with “rulers.” He asserted: 
“In this especially consists the best condition of the people, when they can choose, by 
common consent, their own shepherds; for when any one by force usurps the supreme 
power, it is tyranny. And when men become kings by hereditary right, it seems not 
consistent with liberty. We shall then set up for ourselves princes, says the Prophet: that 
is, the Lord will not only give breathing time to his Church, and will also cause that she 
may set up a fixed and well-ordered government, and that by the common consent of 
all.”22 This election by common suffrage is advocated elsewhere when Calvin 

                                                
19 John Calvin, “Commentaries on Daniel,” On God and Political Duty (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 
1956), 100-101. 
20John Calvin, Institutes, 4.20.8.   
21 References are to John Calvin, Calvin’s Commentary on Daniel (Grand Rapids: Baker Bookhouse, 1979), 
vol. xii, 350-387. 
22 John Calvin, Calvin’s Commentary on Micah (Grand Rapids: Baker Bookhouse, 1979), vol. xiv, 309-310.  
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recognized, “it is tyrannous if any one man appoint or make ministers at his pleasure.” 
Election by members adequately balanced the mean between tyranny and chaotic 
liberty.23 
 These examples illustrate both the fullness of Calvin’s commentary on political 
subjects as well as illuminating certain nuances of his theory that extend beyond the 
Institutes. 
 
d. Non-Theocratic. It is frequently though inappropriately implied that Calvin wished to 
unite church and state. If our study above accurately grasps parallel homology, then 
theocracy in civil governance would be about as predicted as would monarchy or 
ecclesiological papacy. In fact, Calvin persistently advocated a difference of jurisdiction 
as noted above. Francois Wendel has corroborated that neither church nor state was to be 
annexed or collapsed into one another formally. This distinction or separation of 
jurisdictions “was the fountain of the entire edifice. Each of these autonomous powers, 
State and Church, was conceived as issuing from the Divine Will.”24 Wendel recognized 
that Calvin advocated the complementarity of the civil and ecclesiastical powers, even if 
many modern interpreters do not sense his preservation of that key distinction. Moreover, 
Douglas Kelly suggests that this distinction, even with a close cooperation between 
Church and State, was an important factor in the diffusion of Calvinism.25 Calvin himself 
stated the relationship succinctly in a 1538 letter: “As the magistrate ought by 
punishment and physical restraint to cleanse the church of offenses, so the minister of the 
Word should help the magistrate in order that fewer may sin. Their responsibilities should 
be so joined that each helps rather than impedes the other.”26 Calvin did not merge church 
and state into a theocratic monster.27 He had no desire to advance the Reformation’s 
political tradition on the back of coercion. Instead, Calvin wished to energize the church 
to become a world-changing community.28 
 

Summary and Conclusion 
 
Calvin’s essential principles of governance then, include: 

• A respect for God’s revealed ways to supply transcultural guidance to various 
social spheres. Human reason, tradition, experience, etc., are not the enduring 
bases for governing principles. 

• A distrust of human goodness that requires accountability. Governors, affected by 
depravity, like anyone else have standards, qualifications, and expections to meet. 

                                                
23 John Calvin, Calvin’s Commentary on Acts (Grand Rapids: Baker Bookhouse, 1979), vol. xviii, 233. 
24 Francois Wendel, Calvin, trans. by Philip Mairet (London: Collins, 1963), 79. 
25 Douglas Kelly, The Emergence of Liberty in the Modern World, 14. 
26 Cited by Douglas Kelly, The Emergence of Liberty in the Modern World, 15. 
27 William Naphy raises three key points to rebut the idea that Calvin was a repressive theocrat. First, he 
notes that the Genevan ministers focused on religious issues and did not seek to gain the civil magistrate’s 
sword to punish crime. Second, the theoretical ideal for church government was not always followed, even 
at the height of Reformist zeal. Third, Naphy suggests that by the 1570s, the influence of the church had 
begun to wane. Calvinism in Europe, 1540-1610: A Collection of Documents, selected, translated, and 
edited by Alistair Duke, Gillian Lewis, and Andrew Pettegree (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1992), 15. 
28 See Douglas Kelly, The Emergence of Liberty in the Modern World, 23. 
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• A multiplicity of counselors to make decisions. No single person atop a ruling 
triangle. 

• Local leaders elected with the consent of the governed; no external hierarchy or 
imposition of rulers without consent. 

• Diversified authority from representatives who act in accord with constitution 
• The possibility of review from lower rungs of administration provides checks-

and-balances for governors.  [note, upon review, these may be similar to 
principles found in Thomas Witherow’s The Apostolic Church: Which is it?] 

 
These ideological hallmarks epitomize Calvinistic governance wherever it occurs. 
This short study also yields a type of Calvin genome from this anatomy. It dissects a 

crucial strain that recurred often. One should expect the essential principles of Calvinism, 
if we have rightly spied a strain of thought, to appear in other loci.   

Instead of the elusive 19th century search for one crucial gene that defines all of 
Calvinism (whether predestination, the holy spirit, Christocentricity, Catholicity), it is 
more likely the case that Calvinism is best understood as a set of concepts. Its genomic 
mapping thus may not only exhibit the organic connections between various loci, but also 
more accurately reveal its true character. Where those beliefs are found gathered, since 
they are so contrary to the world’s philosophy, most likely there is Calvinism. 

One may wish to think of this as a corollary to the Muller Thesis. Just as Richard 
Muller has shown so well the strong continuity between Calvin and his Calvinistic 
disciples, so this approach sees the strong continuity within Calvin’s thoughts on various 
topics. 

 
 


